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Faring well in the turbulent year 2020

While working on keeping the Covid-19 risk at minimum, our business results test positive in H1 2020

L

ike all companies and businesses worldwide, Meter&Control has gone through a

complex process of adapting to limitations
and threats related to the Covid-19 pandemics in 2020. We have succeeded to ensure
rigorous health and safety measures to protect our employees, as well as our partners
and customers, while coping with business
difficulties, slowdowns and interruptions in
the international trade and cash flow. Summing up the first half of 2020, things are actually looking pretty good.
In spite of supply chain difficulties, we have
maintained

the

manufacturing

process

uninterrupted and have even completed
the expansion our production capacity to
500,000 units per year. This allowed us to

Science Technology Park Belgrade

maintain business promises and to continue
delivering shipments to customers on time.
With number of employees increased by

In July, we have officially moved to new

in what is our natural surrounding, we are

one fifth in the 1st half of 2020, we are now

premises at Science Technology Park in

confident that we will find new opportunities

capable of fulfilling new orders for custom-

Belgrade, which is the leading national and

of closer collaboration with leading local ICT

ers both at home and in the export markets,

regional development hub for technology

companies and synergistically help startups

aiming for another record business year.

entrepreneurship and innovation. Here,

with our practical expertise. 

Technology meets ecology in the packaging
A small contribution to making the Green Deal even greener

T

he "Green Deal" is not only about sus-

physically impact the environment in the

standards. We will begin rolling out the new

tainability and renewables for end

entire production chain, from supply to final

packaging this autumn. And, it goes without

consumers. For providers of "green" solu-

delivery to the customer.

saying, the quality of products inside the

tions, it is also about how their products

Meter&Control has made a step in the di-

new boxes will remain the same. 

rection that will reduce our overall impact
on the environment as a manufacturer: we have abbandoned the
trademark white individual boxes
for devices, which we have used for
the past 12 years. Soon, our customers
will begin receiving deliveries in 12-packs
made entirely of 100% recycled carton.
Our packaging engineers have designed
the new boxes and cushionings, the latter
also made of recycled carton, in such a
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way to maintain the same level of protection from shock and damage during transport and storage as required by packaging
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